Luxor Stand Up Desk options are as numerous as they are popular. Whether you’re working at a computer or collaborating with a team, Luxor offers a wide selection of adjustable standing desks and tables. Enjoy the health benefits of standing while increasing focus and productivity with a desk from Luxor.

Federal, state, and local government purchasers can purchase Luxor standup desks from Noble through our contractual agreements with USPS, the General Services Administration, the Defense Logistics Agency and NASPO ValuePoint (state and local contracts).

Purchase Luxor products from
- Noble.com
- GSA Advantage®
- eBuyPlus
- State Virtual Stores

EVERYONE PROFITS FROM A HEALTHIER, MORE PRODUCTIVE WORKSPACE.

PURCHASING OPTIONS
There are multiple ways to shop for supplies using Noble’s U.S. Federal Government and State and Local Contracts.

1. Direct from Noble
   Phone: 1 877-999-1911
   Fax: 1 781-871-7449
   Email: support@noble.com

2. Sign into your account on Noble.com to purchase from our e-commerce catalogs.

3. GSA Advantage®

4. eBuyPlus

5. Agency virtual stores – search for Noble at your agency virtual store.
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Luxor is an industry leader in developing furniture solutions that foster a more collaborative, functional and productive work environment.

60” High Speed Crank Adjustable Stand Up Desk

The Luxor high speed crank adjustable standing desk gives users the ability to find that ergonomic balance between sitting and standing throughout the workday. Now available with a high-speed crank operated lift mechanism, the turn-handle crank quickly moves the desk from the lowest to highest positions within seconds without requiring electric power.

The generous 59” x 29.5” work surface easily fits triple monitors plus a full-sized keyboard and mouse while the height adjustment range accommodates taller and shorter users. Each desk includes a choice of leveling glides as well as 3” casters, two with locking brakes, allowing for easy maneuverability to suit ever-changing workspace needs. Enjoy the health benefits of standing while increasing focus and productivity with a high-speed crank adjustable desk from Luxor.

FEATURES:
• High speed crank allows for rapid adjustment from sitting to standing
• Crank handle quickly raises the desk height between 32.6” and 48.5” (with casters)
• Crank handle quickly raises the desk height between 29.6” and 45.5” (with glides)
• Spacious 59”x 29.5” desktop provides plenty of room for multiple monitor setups
• Melamine top with dark walnut finish
• Durable steel frame with black powder coat painted finish
• Includes choice of leveling glides and 3” casters, two with locking brake
• Max weight capacity: 154 lbs.
• Includes all hardware and tools required for assembly.
• Meets ANSI/BIFMA standards.
**Single Column Crank Stand Up Desk**

The Luxor Single Column Crank Stand-Up Desk is an ergonomic workstation that fosters greater productivity at an extremely low cost. Its turn-handle crank easily adjusts the height of the desk with minimal effort. Mobile and easy to maneuver, the single column reduces its footprint while providing a spacious surface for getting work done.

**FEATURES:**
- Quickly move from sitting to standing at heights between 30” and 45.25”
- A single, sturdy column conserves space and gives legroom when you’re sitting
- Four 3” casters, two with locking brakes, make moving your desk effortless.

**NOBLE ITEM #** ...................... **N604C46**
**MPN** .................................. **STANDUP-SC40-WB**
**Dimensions (overall)** ............ 39.375”W x 23.625”D x 30” to 45.25”H
**Dimensions (desktop)** ............. 39.375”W x 23.625”

---

**Level Up 32 Pro Standing Converter - Black**

The Level Up Pro 32 is a standing desk converter that’s designed for easy addition to any environment. With zero assembly, users simply place the desktop converter on a surface and enjoy the flexibility of either sitting or standing. A pneumatic air cylinder allows smooth and effortless height adjustments in mere seconds, bringing the Level Up Pro 32” to a maximum height of 15.5” above the desktop. The ergonomic two-tier design offers a spacious 32” top shelf for monitors and a second shelf for a mouse and keyboard. Take your work to the next level with the affordable Level Up Pro 32”.

**FEATURES:**
- Move seamlessly from sitting to standing in seconds with pneumatic air cylinder
- Sturdy desktop holds up to 35 lbs. and easily lifts dual monitors and laptops
- Remains stable even at maximum height of 15.5”
- Two-tier design helps posture and maintains space for accessories
- Chamfered edges keep forearms comfortable while typing and working.
- Comes preassembled and can be easily added to any surface.
- Meets ANSI/BIFMA standards.

**NOBLE ITEM #** ...................... **N604C46**
**MPN** .................................. **LVLUP PRO32-BLK**
**Dimensions (overall)** ............ 32”W x 23.5”D x 5.25” to 15.5”H
**Dimensions (top shelf)** .......... 32”W x 13.75”D
**Dimensions (lower shelf)** ........ 27.5”W x 9.75”D
**Dimensions (base)** ............... 32”W x 23.5”D
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Level Up 32 Pro Standing Converter - White

The Level Up Pro 32 is a standing desk converter that’s designed for easy addition to any environment. With zero assembly, users simply place the desktop converter on a surface and enjoy the flexibility of either sitting or standing. A pneumatic air cylinder allows smooth and effortless height adjustments in mere seconds, bringing the Level Up Pro 32” to a maximum height of 15.5” above the desktop. The ergonomic two-tier design offers a spacious 32” top shelf for monitors and a second shelf for a mouse and keyboard. Take your work to the next level with the affordable Level Up Pro 32”.

FEATURES:
• Move seamlessly from sitting to standing in seconds with pneumatic air cylinder
• Sturdy desktop holds up to 35 lbs. and easily lifts dual monitors and laptops
• Remains stable even at maximum height of 15.5”
• Two-tier design helps posture and maintains space for accessories
• Chamfered edges keep forearms comfortable while typing and working.
• Comes preassembled and can be easily added to any surface.
• Meets ANSI/BIFMA standards.

Level Up 32 Pro Standing Converter - Wood

The Level Up Pro 32 is a standing desk converter that’s designed for easy addition to any environment. With zero assembly, users simply place the desktop converter on a surface and enjoy the flexibility of either sitting or standing. A pneumatic air cylinder allows smooth and effortless height adjustments in mere seconds, bringing the Level Up Pro 32” to a maximum height of 15.5” above the desktop. The ergonomic two-tier design offers a spacious 32” top shelf for monitors and a second shelf for a mouse and keyboard. Take your work to the next level with the affordable Level Up Pro 32”.

FEATURES:
• Move seamlessly from sitting to standing in seconds with pneumatic air cylinder
• Sturdy desktop holds up to 35 lbs. and easily lifts dual monitors and laptops
• Remains stable even at maximum height of 15.5”
• Two-tier design helps posture and maintains space for accessories
• Chamfered edges keep forearms comfortable while typing and working.
• Comes preassembled and can be easily added to any surface.
• Meets ANSI/BIFMA standards.
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Pneumatic Adjustable Desktop

Enjoy the benefits of a standing desk at a fraction of the cost with the Level Up 32" from Luxor. This pneumatic, height-adjustable standing desk converter comes fully assembled and ready to use. Simply place it on top of your current desk, table or work surface and have it operating in minutes. The Level Up 32" easily adjusts to the exact height you need for correct posture and a more productive workspace. A gentle squeeze of the pneumatic air cylinder’s handle quietly and effortlessly adjusts your desktop converter from a seated to standing position in just seconds. Even when fully extended, the stability and durability of the Level Up 32" means no tipping, bouncing or wobbling. Its generous 32" surface efficiently accommodates dual monitors, a keyboard, mouse and other accessories up to 20 lbs. Plus, its fold-flat design makes it portable.

FEATURES:
• Move seamlessly from sitting to standing in seconds with pneumatic air cylinder
• Easily lifts dual monitors and laptops Remains stable even at maximum height of 15.75" Spring-loaded bumper technology enables smooth, gentle lowering
• Chamfered edges keep forearms comfortable while typing and working
• Comes preassembled and can be easily added to any surface
• Max weight capacity: 20 lbs.
• Meets ANSI/BIFMA standards.

48” Pneumatic Adjustable-Height Standing Desk

Quickly deliver collaborative and productive comfort to your workday by seamlessly alternating between sitting and standing with the Luxor 48 Pneumatic Adjustable Height Standing Desk. Its lever-activated pneumatic air cylinder lets you easily alter the desk’s height between 27.5” and 44.5”, smoothly lifting and lowering your monitors, computer and other office accessories. With two sturdy steel legs, reinforced inner legs and a high quality laminate finish, this stand-up desk is built to last. With no power outlets required for use, it’s perfect for any corporate or home office space.

FEATURES:
• Lever-activated pneumatic air cylinder easily adjusts height
• Raises and lowers up to 150 lbs., easily housing a CPU, monitors and other office accessories
• Sturdy, scratch-resistant desktop with a teak finish
• Constructed with two sturdy steel legs, each reinforced with durable inner legs
• Chamfered edges keep forearms comfortable while typing and working Ships in one box.
• Minimal assembly required. Meets ANSI/BIFMA standards.
**56” Pneumatic Adjustable-Height Standing Desk**

Quickly deliver collaborative and productive comfort to your workday by seamlessly alternating between sitting and standing with the Luxor 48 Pneumatic Adjustable Height Standing Desk. Its lever-activated pneumatic air cylinder lets you easily alter the desk's height between 27.5” and 44.5”, smoothly lifting your monitors, computer and other office accessories. With two sturdy steel legs, reinforced inner legs and a high-quality laminate finish, this stand-up desk is built to last. With no power outlets required for use, it’s perfect for any corporate or home office space.

**FEATURES:**
- Lever-activated pneumatic air cylinder easily adjusts anywhere between 27.5” and 44.5”
- Generous work surface provides plenty of room for multiple monitors
- Chamfered edges keep forearms comfortable while typing and working
- Sturdy, scratch-resistant desktop with a teak finish.
- Ships in one box.
- Minimal assembly required.
- Meets ANSI/BIFMA standards.

**48” High Speed Crank Adjustable Desk**

The Luxor high speed crank adjustable standing desk gives users the ability to find that ergonomic balance between sitting and standing throughout the workday. Now available with a high-speed crank operated lift mechanism, the turn-handle crank quickly moves the desk from the lowest to highest positions within seconds without requiring electric power. The generous 48” x 29.5” work surface easily fits dual monitors plus a full-sized keyboard and mouse while the height adjustment range accommodates taller and shorter users. Each desk includes a choice of leveling glides and casters, two with locking brakes, allowing for easy maneuverability to suit ever-changing workspace needs.

**FEATURES:**
- High speed crank allows for rapid adjustment from sitting to standing
- Crank handle quickly raises the desk height between 32.6” and 48.5” (with casters)
- Crank handle quickly raises the desk height between 29.6” and 45.5” (with glides)
- Spacious 48” x 29.5” desktop provides plenty of room for multiple monitors
- Melamine top with black oak finish. Durable steel frame with silver powder coat painted finish Includes choice of leveling glides and 3” casters, two with locking brake
- Max weight capacity: 154 lbs.

**NOBLE ITEM #** N603C94
**MPN** SPN56F-BK/TK
**Dimensions (overall)** 56”W x 29.5”D x 27.5” to 44.5”H

**NOBLE ITEM #** N604C95
**MPN** STANDCF48-AG/BO
**Dimensions (overall w casters)** 48”W x 29.5”D x 32.6” to 48.5”H
**Dimensions (overall w glides)** 48”W x 29.5”D x 29.6” to 45.5”H
**Dimensions (desktop)** 48”W x 29.5”D
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48” High Speed Crank Adjustable Desk - Black

The Luxor high speed crank adjustable standing desk gives users the ability to find that ergonomic balance between sitting and standing throughout the workday. Now available with a high-speed crank operated lift mechanism, the turn-handle crank quickly moves the desk from the lowest to highest positions within seconds without requiring electric power. The generous 48” x 29.5” work surface easily fits dual monitors plus a full-sized keyboard and mouse while the height adjustment range accommodates taller and shorter users. Each desk includes a choice of leveling glides as well as 3” casters, two with locking brakes, allowing for easy maneuverability to suit ever-changing workspace needs.

FEATURES:
• High speed crank allows for rapid adjustment
• Spacious 48” x 29.5” desktop provides plenty of room for multiple monitors
• Melamine top with black oak finish
• Durable steel frame with silver powder coat painted finish
• Includes choice of leveling glides and 3” casters, two with locking brake
• Max weight capacity: 154 lbs.
• Includes all hardware and tools required for assembly.
• Meets ANSI/BIFMA standards.

48” Crank Adjustable Stand Up Desk

The Luxor Crank Adjustable Standing Desk gives employees the ability to find that productive balance of sitting and standing throughout the long workday. Its turn-handle crank easily adjusts the height of the desk with minimal effort, and the 47.5” wood tone laminate surface offers ample workspace. The rugged frame is constructed of steel with a powder coat finish, and dual-wheel casters (two with locking brakes) allow you to maneuver this desk to suit ever-changing workspace needs.

FEATURES:
• Crank allows for effortless adjustment
• Mobile and adjustable for comfort and productivity.
• Durable steel frame with powder coat painted finish.
• Melamine top with dark walnut finish
• Four 3” casters, two with locking brakes, for easy maneuverability and stability
• Includes all hardware and tools required for assembly.
• Max weight capacity: 154 lbs.
• Multiple color options.
• Meets ANSI/BIFMA standards.
**60” High Speed Crank Adjustable Desk**

The Luxor high speed crank adjustable standing desk gives users the ability to find that ergonomic balance between sitting and standing throughout the workday. Now available with a high-speed crank operated lift mechanism, the turn-handle crank quickly moves the desk from the lowest to highest positions within seconds without requiring electric power.

The generous 59” x 29.5” work surface easily fits triple monitors plus a full-sized keyboard and mouse while the height adjustment range accommodates taller and shorter users. Each desk includes a choice of leveling glides as well as 3” casters, two with locking brakes, allowing for easy maneuverability to suit ever-changing workspace needs. Enjoy the health benefits of standing while increasing focus and productivity with a high-speed crank adjustable desk from Luxor.

**FEATURES:**
- High speed crank allows for rapid adjustment from sitting to standing.
- Crank handle quickly raises the desk height between 32.6” and 48.5” (with casters).
- Crank handle quickly raises the desk height between 29.6” and 45.5” (with glides).
- Spacious 59” x 29.5” desktop provides plenty of room for multiple monitor setups.
- Includes choice of leveling glides and 3” casters, two with locking brake.
- Max weight capacity: 154 lbs.
- Includes all hardware and tools required for assembly.
- Meets ANSI/BIFMA standards.

**OPTIONS:**

Item N604D00:
Melamine top with black oak finish  
Durable steel frame with silver powder coat painted finish

Item N604D01:
Melamine top with dark walnut finish  
Durable steel frame with black painted finish
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48” 3-Stage Dual Motor Electric Stand Up Desk

Luxor electric height adjustable standing desk delivers exceptional performance at the push of a button. The two motors quietly power the three-stage leg columns to quickly raise and lower the desk at an impressive rate of 1.2” per second while a programmable memory keypad will store two customized settings for preferred user heights.

The solid steel frame features a telescoping leg system that offers greater adjustability while the spacious 48” desktop accommodates multiple monitors. Whether used in a business or home office setting, this electric stand up desk delivers the health benefits of standing while increasing productivity throughout the workday.

FEATURES:
• Electric push button control adjusts desk from 26” to 51.6”.
• Generous 47.25” x 29.5” work surface provides plenty of room for multiple monitors.
• Sturdy black steel frame with 256 lb. lift capacity.
• Two motor system with 1.2” per second lift speed for smooth, fast, and quiet height adjustment.
• Three-stage, telescoping leg system lifts heavier loads and allows lower and higher height adjustments.
• Programmable memory keypad with up/down arrows store two preferred heights.
• Anti-collision mechanism prevents lowering the desk on top of objects in its path.
• 7-year warranty on the motors.
• Assembly required.
• Meets ANSI/BIFMA standards.

OPTIONS:
Item N604D02:
Melamine top with black oak finish

Item N604D03:
Melamine top with dark walnut finish
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60 3-Stage Dual Motor Electric Stand Up Desk

The Luxor electric height-adjustable standing desk delivers exceptional performance at the push of a button. The two motors quietly power the three-stage leg columns to quickly raise and lower the desk at an impressive rate of 1.2” per second while a programmable memory keypad will store two customized settings for preferred user heights. The electric sit stand desk’s solid steel frame features a telescoping leg system that offers greater adjustability while the spacious 60” desktop accommodates multiple monitors. Whether used in a business or home office setting, this 3-stage dual motor electric stand up desk delivers the health benefits of standing while increasing productivity throughout the workday.

FEATURES:
- Electric push-button control adjusts desk height from 26” to 51.6”.
- Programmable memory keypad with up/down arrows store two preferred heights.
- Sturdy steel frame with 256 lbs. lift capacity.
- Two-motor system with 1.2” per second lift speed for smooth, fast and quiet height adjustment.
- Anti-collision mechanism prevents lowering the desk on top of objects in its path.
- Three-stage, telescoping leg system lifts heavier loads and allows lower and higher height adjustments.
- Generous 59” x 29.5” work surface provides plenty of room for multiple monitors.
- Furniture glides make the desk easy to move across carpeted and smooth surfaces.
- 7-year warranty on motors.
- Assembly required.
- Meets ANSI/BIFMA standards.

OPTIONS:
Item N604D04:
Melamine top with black oak finish

Item N604D05:
Melamine top with dark walnut finish

NOBLE ITEM # .....................................N604D04
MPN .................................................STANDE-60-BK/BO
Dimensions (overall) .........................59”W x 29.5”D x 26” to 51.6”H
Dimensions (desktop) .......................59”W x 29.5”D
Dimensions (cord) ............................9’

NOBLE ITEM # .....................................N604D05
MPN .................................................STANDE-60-BK/DW
Dimensions (overall w casters) ..........9”W x 29.5”D x 32.6” to 48.5”H
Dimensions (overall w glides) ..........59”W x 29.5”D x 29.6” to 45.5”H
Dimensions (desktop) .......................59”W x 29.5”D
**LUXOR ELECTRIC DESKS & CONFERENCE TABLES**

**72” Electric Adjustable Conference Table**

Bring new energy to your next meeting with Luxor’s height adjustable standing conference table. With just a touch of a button, this versatile conference table raises from 26” to an impressive height of 51.6” making it perfect for morning huddles and collaborative meetings. Or if sitting is preferred, use the programmable keypad to lower the table for group discussions.

This electric sit-stand conference table features a spacious 72” x 36” tabletop with a beautiful white oak finish and is constructed with a sturdy steel frame and telescoping leg system that easily accommodates team meetings with multiple devices. The two motors quietly lift the three-stage leg columns to quickly raise and lower the table at an impressive 1.2” per second while a programmable keypad will store two preferred heights.

Take a stand for healthier meetings with an electric height adjustable conference table from Luxor. Whether you are convening in the boardroom, a conference room, or open work environment, this modern collaboration table will turn any space into a more productive workspace.

**Features:**
- Perfect for conference rooms, boardrooms, team huddles.
- Electric push button control adjusts conference table from 26” to 51.6” 72” x 36” tabletop with melamine top and white oak finish.
- Durable steel frame with 256 lb. lift capacity.
- Two motor system with 1.2” per second lift speed for smooth, fast, and quiet height adjustment.
- Three-stage, telescoping leg system lifts heavier loads and allows lower and higher height adjustments.
- Programmable memory keypad with up/down arrows store two preferred heights.
- Anti-collision mechanism prevents lowering the desk on top of objects in its path.
- Includes 9’ power cord.
- 7-year warranty on the motors.
- Assembly required.
- Meets ANSI/BIFMA standards.

**NOBLE ITEM #** ......................................N604D09
**MPN** .......................................................STANDECT72WO
**Dimensions (overall)** ...........................72”W x 36”D x 26” to 51.6”H
**Dimensions (tabletop)** .......................72”W x 36”D

**72” Electric Adjustable Conference Table with Footrest Bar**

Surrounding footrest bar reduces fatigue when standing. Anti-collision mechanism prevents lowering the desk on top of objects in its path. Includes 9‘ power cord. 7-year warranty on the motors. Assembly required. Meets ANSI/BIFMA standards.

**NOBLE ITEM #** ......................................N604D11
**MPN** .......................................................STANDECTFB72WO
**Dimensions (overall)** ...........................72”W x 36”D x 26” to 51.6”H
**Dimensions (tabletop)** .......................72”W x 36”D
**Dimensions (footrest bar)** ....................66.5”W x 23”D
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60” Adjustable Flip Top Table with a Crank Handle

The Luxor flip-top table is a multipurpose sit/stand desk that’s perfect for schools, training rooms or general office use. The convenient crank handle adjusts the table height from 30” to 42.25” to accommodate a range of seated or standing users, while 3” locking casters allow for easy mobility. Adding to its versatility, each table can be neatly folded for space-saving storage using two pull handles that flip the table into a nesting position. Choose the Luxor 60” Adjustable Flip Top Table to create a professional, ergonomic workspace.

FEATURES:
• Versatile tables can be used in training, conferences, education and business meetings.
• Crank handle offers an economical choice without compromising quality.
• Adjusts between 30” and 45.25” for seated and standing users.
• Table is lightweight and moves easily on four 3” furniture casters (two locking brakes).
• Grommet holes route, network and organize cables.
• Easy setup and teardown with release latches under table.
• Multiple tables nest together for simple storage.
• Weight capacity of 150 lbs.
• Meets ANSI/BIFMA standards.

72” Adjustable Flip Top Table with a Crank Handle

The Luxor flip-top table is a multipurpose sit/stand desk that’s perfect for schools, training rooms or general office use. The convenient crank handle adjusts the table height from 30” to 42.25” to accommodate a range of seated or standing users, while 3” locking casters allow easy mobility. Adding to its versatility, each table can be neatly folded for space-saving storage using two pull handles that flip the table into a nesting position.

FEATURES:
• Versatile tables can be used in training, conferences, education and business meetings.
• Crank handle offers an economical choice without compromising quality.
• Adjusts between 30” and 45.25” for seated and standing users.
• Table is lightweight and moves easily on four 3” furniture casters (two locking brakes).
• Grommet holes route, network and organize cables.
• Easy setup and teardown with release latches under table.
• Multiple tables nest together for simple storage.
• Weight capacity of 150 lbs.
• Meets ANSI/BIFMA standards.
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32” Desktop Standing Desk with foldable legs

The 32” Standing Desktop Desk with Foldable Legs is one of Luxor’s most versatile desktop converters. It’s the quick-and-easy stand-up option that keeps your energy flowing to help you feel more alert and engaged throughout your day. Its height is adjustable in 1” increments, and with four fully collapsible legs and a discreet carrying handle, it can easily be moved from desk to desk or stored for later use. It’s the perfect choice for quickly and affordably updating your workspace.

FEATURES:
• Lightweight and adaptable for any flat work surface in offices, homes, dorms, healthcare facilities, hotels and classrooms.
• 32” desktop offers ample space for monitors, keyboard, laptop and other desk necessities.
• Holds up to 75 lbs. of evenly distributed weight.
• Four foldable legs for convenient storage.
• Steel carrying handle under desktop provides easy mobility.
• Push buttons adjust height in 1” increments.
• No assembly required.
• Includes 9’ power cord.
• 7-year warranty on the motors.
• Meets ANSI/BIFMA standards.

Mobile 3 Shelf Adjustable Stand Up Workstation

Workplaces seeking tools that enhance collaboration, increase creativity and improve employee health can look no further than the Three-Shelf Adjustable Stand-Up Workstation. This compact standing desk fits into any environment, and its four rolling casters, two with locking brakes, make mobility and stability simple. With a wide spectrum of height options (34.5”-45.5” in 1” increments) and a keyboard shelf on a rolling track, this standing workstation meets a wide variety of needs.

FEATURES:
• Versatile, multi-tiered stand-up workstation.
• Powder coated steel and high-density fiberboard construction.
• Retractable keyboard shelf.
• Four 3” furniture casters, two with locking brake.
• Maximum weight capacity: 150 lbs. (evenly distributed)
• Assembly required.
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Luxor Stand Up Presentation Station

Stand up desks promote better posture, reduced back and neck pain, a thinner waist line and other health benefits. The standing presentation station provides a mobile and adjustable workstation for comfort and productivity.

FEATURES:
• Mobile and adjustable for comfort and productivity.
• Durable steel frame with powder coat painted finish.
• Two-tiered shelf design with double laminate wood surface. Height of lower and upper shelves adjust simultaneously in 1” increments.
• Four 3” furniture grade casters, two with locking brakes, for easy maneuverability and stability.
• Includes all hardware and tools required for assembly.
• Meets ANSI/BIFMA standards.

OPTIONS:
Item N604D16:
24” Luxor Stand Up Presentation Station

Item N604D17:
31.5” Luxor Stand Up Presentation Station

NOBLE ITEM # ......................................N604D16
MPN ........................................................STANDUP-24-B
Dimensions (overall)..................................24”W x 29”D x variable height
Dimensions (upper shelf)...........................24”W x 14”D with 33.98” -45.79”H
Dimensions (lower shelf)...........................24”W x 16”D with 30.04” -41.85”H
Dimensions (bottom shelf).......................21”W x 16”D x 5.5”H

NOBLE ITEM # ......................................N604D17
MPN ........................................................STANDUP-31.5-B
Dimensions (overall)..................................31.5”W x 29”D x variable height
Dimensions (upper shelf)...........................31.5”W x 14”D with 34” - 46”H
Dimensions (lower shelf)...........................31.5”W x 16”D with 28.5” - 40.5”H
Dimensions (bottom shelf).......................28.3”W x 15.8”D x 5.5”H
Noble’s Supply Solutions for Military and Government

E-Commerce Solutions
Noble offers a convenient way to purchase the products you need to support your mission. Our e-commerce shop provides enhanced search functionality with the ability to view the products available on each contract and filter by category and brand.

Alpha Ordering System
Noble's exclusive ALPHA ordering system makes mission supply easier. Registration is quick and easy at noble.com. Once registered, you will get access to our vast catalog and will be able to submit RFQs, place orders and track order status. Our systems collect requirements, forecast demand, manage and optimize delivery, and generate the reports you need. Additional features are total order visibility, real-time MIPR/budget accounting, and audit-ready reporting. Whether at home or in theater, you can log in to order products, track purchases, and receive customer support.

Value-Added Services
Noble is more than just a storefront on your base. We’re more than an e-commerce company with millions of brand name products. Also, we are more than a logistics partner. Noble provides customized logistics solutions to meet your unique needs. You can turn to us knowing you can rely on product expertise, compliance with all the materials requirements and processes of government, fast shipping, order tracking, and complete visibility.

When Disaster Strikes, So Do We.
Disaster relief is one of Noble’s strongest core competencies; we are prepared 24 hours per day to provide critical support in this area. Noble is recognized as a U.S. Government go-to supplier for emergency supplies and building materials, providing swift and sustained access to the equipment, supplies, and materials necessary for emergency planning, response, and recovery.

Kitting and Outfitting
From tools for airplane maintenance to emergency supplies for FEMA, Noble is available to build customized kits, making your repetitive tasks more efficient.

Inventory Management
With a global network of storefronts and warehouses, Noble manages complex inventories to meet your requirements, providing instant access to the materials necessary for immediate responses to natural disasters, as well as the ability to expedite regular shipments of tools and operational supplies. Our automated processes include barcoding and scanning, end-to-end inventory planning and replenishment, with total asset visibility from order to delivery.

With a proven global network of operations, a team of experienced logisticians and mission-tested support, Noble is your complete supply and logistics solution.

Our Global Supply Chain
Noble offers a wide array of supplies, equipment, and materials to support the purchasing requirements of the United States Government. Our supply chain is designed to meet any need, from replacement parts to end-to-end sustainment.

- Industrial & MRO Supplies
- Tools, Hardware & Building Supplies
- Foodservice Equipment
- Janitorial Supplies
- Safety & Personal Protection Equipment
- Material Handling & Storage
- Tactical & Law Enforcement Gear
- Marine Supplies
- Office Supplies, Furniture, and IT Products
- Heavy Machinery
- Construction Equipment
- Emergency Preparation, Response and Recovery Supplies
- AbilityOne® Products
- Green Products
LET US BE YOUR SINGLE SOURCE SOLUTION!

Noble is the global supply chain solution for military and government. Our mission is to deliver technology-based solutions to the world’s most difficult logistical challenges – no matter how tough the challenge, how long the mission, or how far from home. We are shaping the future of commerce through innovation, talent, and unwavering sense of duty to our Nation.

Noble delivers what you need, when you need it.
- Noble’s footprint includes operation centers, storefronts on military bases, distribution centers and consolidation points located around the world.
- We stock over one million items from our supply chain of over 11,000 manufacturers including many of the most trusted brands in the MRO and construction industry.

Noble reduces the cost of readiness while rapidly responding to today’s challenges.